It is shown that with probability 1 on resp. on g X the irrational rotation algebra M with respect to the CAT map and the generalized Price{Powers shift A X are asymptotically highly anticommutative.
Introduction
In NT] the concept of an automorphism that is asymptotically highly anticommutative was introduced. In AN] this property was shown to imply zero dynamical entropy. In NST] the concept was slightly generalized and it was found that for some system with this property the dynamical entropy is not additive for the tensor product. In addition an explicit example in the framework of the Price{Powers shift was constructed. In this note we want to show that this example is not so exceptional but on the contrary for generalized Price{Powers shifts as well as for the irrational rotation algebra the shift resp. the CAT map are asymptotically highly anticommuative with probability 1.
The de nition and its consequence
De nition 1: NST] An automorphism of a unital C algebra A is asymptotically highly anticommutative, if A contains a selfadjoint subset S of A such that S f1g is total in A and for which the following condition holds: 8 w 2 S; 8 " > 0; 8 N 2 N there exists k 1 ; : : : ; k N 2 N such that for i 6 = j k k i w; k j w] + k < ":
Consequence: For such an automorphism there exists a unique invariant state NT, NST] . The dynamical entropy of the automorphism in the sense of CS, CNT] or ST] is zero, since the stationary state in a coupling with an abelian system ST] has to be of product form.
3 The irrational rotation algebra Remark: was chosen to be irrational so that the center of the algebra is trivial. For rational the center is the classical function algebra over T 2 and determines the ergodic behaviour BNS] . It was shown in BNS] and N] that is for all in the tracial state weakly asymptotic abelian but only for a countable set of irrational 's it is also strongly asymptotic abelian.
M is linearly spanned by the unitaries W(ñ) = e ?i n 1 n 2 U n 1 V n 2 ;ñ = (n 1 ; n 2 ) 2 Z 2 :
They obey the relations W(ñ)W(m) = e i (n;m) W(ñ +m); (ñ;m) = n 1 m 2 ? n 2 m 1 :
In matrix notation (2) becomes
The eigenvalues 1 of T depend only on the trace t = a+d > 2 and obey 2 ? t+1 = 0.
They are irrational and we take > 1. 
and kW(ñ)k = 1, anticommutativity depends on the closeness of (ñ; T kñ ) to 1/2 mod Z. The rest of this section is devoted to studying when this happens.
>From (5) and (6) 
Since c depends onlyñ and T but not on k we note c = 1
With 2 ? t 1 + 1 = 0 we can write higher powers of 1 as 
M has also eigenvalues 1 . With these notations and (8) and (9) 
whereṽ = (1; 0). At some instance we shall need the dependence of (ñ; T k? kñ ) on k and k separately which we get by the observation
After these elementary preparations we are ready for the Lemma 1: 8ṽ = (v 1 ; v 2 ) 2 Z 2 n f0g the numbers hṽjṽ k i (mod Z) are in k 2 N uniformly distributed over T 1 with probability 1 in .
This is equivalent to require that it holds 8 f(x) = e 2 ihx , h 2 Z or that Lemma 2: For any sequence fk 1 ; : : : ; k r g 2 Z r and anyñ 2 Z 2 n f0g the elements of T r , (ñ; T k?k iñ ) mod Z r , i = 1; : : : ; r, are in k 2 N uniformly distributed on the 2{dimensional submanifold S 2 = fṽ 2 T r ; v i = x k i (modz) + x k i (modz); (x; x) 2 R 2 ; i = 1; : : : ; rg T r with probability 1 in .
Proof: From (12) and (13) Theorem 1: With probability 1 in one can nd for any " > 0,ñ 2 Z 2 n f0g and N 2 N a sequence k i , i = 1; 2; : : : ; N such that j cos (ñ; T k i ?k jñ )j < " 8 i 6 = j.
Proof: Having xed " andñ, we proceed by induction for k i since Lemma 1 guarantees the existence of a k 1 . Having found (k 1 ; : : : ; k r ) Lemma 2 tells us that the k r+1 which qualify are uniformly distributed in S 2 which by Lemma 3 meets the open set O.
The intersection is open in S 2 and because of uniform distribution it contains in nitely many qualifying k's. Since k goes with k to in nity we can nd a k r+1 which satis es k r+1 = kr > 2=". We denote the set of 's for which this holds ";ñ;r 0; 1) and observe ( ";ñ;r ) = 1. For 2 T N r=1 ";ñ;r we can nd (k 1 ; : : : ; k N ) and since nite intersections of sets with probability 1 still have probability 1 we have proved Theorem 1.
Conclusion: With probability 1 in the C {dynamical system (M ; ) is highly anticimmutative and therefore has only one invariant state, zero dynamical entropy, the latter not being additive for (M M ;
).
Proof: The rst statement follows from Theorem 1 from which the next two were deduced in NT] and AN, NST] . The last statement follows because M M contains the subalgebra generated by W(n 1 ; n 2 ) W(n 1 ; ?n 2 ) which is for all abelian and isomorphic to M 0 = (C(T 2 ); ). The latter hass dynamical entropy ln > 0 and therefore only the general conclusion that the dynamical entropy is superadditive for the tensor product remains. Remarks 1. Voiculecu V] has recently de ned another dynamical entropy for C systems which is subadditive for the tensor product. In the abelian case it also agrees with the KS entropy. Since for the dynamical entropy it is the large time behaviour which matters, one might think that also for asymptotic abelian system all de nitions should agree. Since (M ; ) is weakly asymptotic abelian we conclude that weak asymptotic abelianness is not enough. It is an open question which degree of asymptotic abelianness is necessary for the de nitions to agree. When they do then dynamical entropy is necessarily additive for the tensor product. 2. The result shows how sensitive CS entropy is to the structure of the algebra. For rational = p=q, p; q 2 Z it equals the KS entropy of the center fW(n)g, n 2 qZ 2 and therefore is ln . 3. Our result implies that for most 's the tracial state is the only invariant state for (M ; ). It exists for all 's and thus M is of type II 1 . Since Voiculescu's entropy is subadditive for the tensor product it is positive for (M ; ) for all 's and thus di erent from the CS entropy and not only of its subsequent generalizations.
The Price{Powers Shift
In NST] a special Proce{Powers shift was constructed as example of a system which satis es (1). Several generalizations of the construction are possible. In this note we want to keep the probabilistic point of view as for the rotation algebra and show that it is also highly anticommutative with probability 1. We repeat the de nition of the Price{Powers shift and keep the notation of NST].
De nition 3: Let X be a subset of N and let g X be its characteristic function. Let (s i ), i 2 Z be a sequence of selfadjoint unitaries satisfying the commutation relations s i s j = (?) g X (ji?jj) s j s i :
Denote by A X the C algebra generated by the set of s i 2 Z. 
where we de ne jI ? Jj o = fji ? jj; i 2 I; j 2 J, which occur as odd timeg N .
To assign a probability to the set of X's for which (A X ; ) is highly anticommutative we map those elements of P(P (N ) The mapping associates bijectively to n;m := fX N : fn 1 ; : : : ; n k g X; fm i ; : : : ; m`g X`g 2 P(P(N ));
P n i Q m j :
The probability for n;m is given by the pull{back with of the standard product state ! over B, !(P i ) = 1=2, = ! or ( n;m ) = !( ( n;m )) = ( 2 ?k?`i f n i 6 = m j 0 otherwise. Theorem 2: Assume for a word w I there exist numbers n 1 ; : : : ; n r such that jI ? I + n s ? n k j o \ jI ? I + n s ? n j j o = ; 8 n 1 n k < n j < n s n r :
Then with probability 1 there exists an n r+1 such that ns w I ; n r+1 w I ] + = 0 8 1 s n r and jI ? I + n r+1 ? n k j o \ jI ? I + n r+1 ? n j j o = ; 8 n 1 n k < n j n r :
Proof: Consider the shifted word `w I with`such that jI?I+`?n k j o \jI?I+`?n j j o = ; 8 n 1 n k < n` n r . There are in nitely many such`'s, say,`1;`2; : : : ;`k; : : :. The probability that w I+`c ommutes with at least one of the ns w I , s = 1; : : : ; r equals 1 ? 2 ?r < 1. Because of the disjointness assumption the shifted words `j w I correspond to independent variables P i , Q j . Because of the product structure of the state ! the probability that among k shifts`1; : : : ;`k at least once the shifted word anticommutes with all given ns w I is therefore 1?(1?2 ?r ) k . Since k can be arbitrarily big we can with certainty nd an`which quali es for the n r+1 in Theorem 2.
Corollary: (A X ; ) is with probability 1 in X highly anticommutative.
Proof: For each word w I start with n 1 = 0 and follow the proof of Theorem 2 to nd an n 2 such that w I ; n 2 w I ] + = 0 and jI ?Ij o \jI ?I +n 2 j 0 = ;. Then proceed inductively in r with Theorem 2.
